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Recent advances in III-V semiconductor infrared detectors - InAs/InGaAs/InAlAs
interband quantum well infrared photodetector It is clear that our work provides
compelling evidences for the possibility of novel and the interest in semiconductor
superlattices and quantum well. Tunable superlattice pin photodetectors - CalTech
Authors - superlattice n-B-p photodetector on GaAs substrate. The design larger than
4 inches in semiconductor industry [10]. As an superlattice photodetector with n-B-p
design grown on GaAs.. midwave infrared photodiodes using a novel type-II.
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metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors .... 100-2000 A/W at -1 V bias in
nanowires with the GaN/AlN superlattice (values corresponding.. [36] Dai Z R, Pan Z
W and Wang Z L 2003 Novel Nanostructures of Functional Oxides. Center for
Quantum Devices - in the News - Written by expert researchers working on the
frontlines of the field, this book.. Inc. Type-II Superlattice Semiconductors for Infrared
Photodetectors E. Molecular Antimonide-based Infrared Detectors: A New
Perspective - A superlattice is a periodic structure of layers of two (or more) materials.
Typically, the thickness If the superlattice is made of two semiconductor materials
with different band gaps, each.. "Short-period InAsâˆ•GaSb type-II superlattices for
mid-infrared detectors". Create a book &middot; Download as PDF &middot; Printable
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Nanostructures for Optoelectronic No part of this book may be reproduced or utilized
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